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Interaction Design

Creative Interaction Design/Service Design solutions to find appropriate solutions to manage 
people in public spaces in view of the infectious Coronavirus Epidemic



•  to be deployed in shopping centres, hospitals, airport/railway/bus/shipping, banks, etc 

•  the solution needs to take care of all the safety features to be followed 

•  even after the epidemic, these preventive measures could still be operational

•  make use of interactive technologies including ICT, mobile

•  do consider aspects of time management, booking a time slot, queuing up, etc

Project Brief

D’source Design Challenge DCDC-9 Solo Project



2Groci App

Speaking to a few people and through my own family and friends’ experiences, 
I realised that there are multiple problems in the current essentials shopping 
space. Along with this, there is a lack of communication between neighbours, 
while communication with your fellow neighbours may actually solve a lot of 
problems. Here’s what I identified:

•  Older people living alone, and people who are sick (apart from COVID-19) do 
not wish to go outside. However, they are forced to go outside to buy essentials, 
due to a lack of delivery options at their local stores

•  During this difficult quarantine period people may require relatively common 
products/things that are not easily accessible, but may already be owned by 
people in the vicinity

•  People living closely within a society/building make separate individual trips to 
vendors almost everyday. Often times they crowd the vendor area just to buy 2-3 
items which they believe to be essential

Thinking on these problems I initially thought of an idea which would 
involve an app that solely allows you to buy your neighbours’ grocery while 
buying your own, and deliver it to them. Users would be incentivized to 
deliver by receiving a fixed delivery charge for each neighbour they 
assisted.



However, this proved to be very problematic in terms of order confirmation 
and payments to the vendor, as there would be two instances of each and 
would unnessecarily complicate the existing process.
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Went back and started looking at the findings again to find a simpler way to 
solve the same issues. The number of complexities and data we asked users 
would have to be minimized, so I created the app with 3 main users in mind, 
with only one of them being asked for payment integration in the app. 

Can visit the store

Pickups

Stand in Virtual Queue

Can’t/don’t want to visit the store Neighbour delivers goods

Can be helped by other people 
but not the local store

Helped by neighbours
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The final result is a hyperlocal app that links micro communities to 
themselves for borrowing; and to groceries, pharmacies and clinics near 
them. Vendors will have the app installed on their phones and users will be 
able to either order items online through the app and then pickup said items, 
or they can stand in a virtual queue and only leave home when their number 
is up. Neighbours can also use this app to locally support each other for 
urgent requests, such as asking for HDMI cables, ENO, spare earphones, 
Crocin etc.

The app’s main UI is clean and simple. Swipe left or right to access the 
profile or urgent requests section. Swipe up from the bottom to access the 
shopping list. The main two buttons on the home page direct users to 
available vendors, and neighbour delivery respectively.

HomeUrgent Requests Profile
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ONBOARDING



Groci App

FLOW 1 - PICKUPS
People who don’t want to go to 
the store, but have to

1. Fill up items to buy in your 
shopping list section

2. View all vendors and select one 
that has a takeaway option

3. Check all required items from your list,

so the vendor can confirm his availability

4. View your estimated bill and optionally 
deliver grocery for neighbours before 
placing your order
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FLOW 1 - PICKUPS

(POST VENDOR CONFIRMATION)

1. Complete payment by tapping 
on the indicator

2. Confirm all items

3. Check payment options, online 
payment is recommended by the app to 
prevent handling cash

4. View order details and delivery details, if 
any. Proceed to pickup the order at the time 
recommended by the app
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FLOW 2 - VIRTUAL QUEUE
People who want to go to the store

1. View all vendors and select one 
that has a virtual queue option

2. Enter the queue and wait for the app to 
tell you it’s safe to proceed to the vendor
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FLOW 3 - NEIGHBOUR 

DELIVERY

People who can’t/don’t want to go 
to the store

1. Select the delivery help option

2. Follow the steps. Add funds to your 
wallet to facilitate autopayment. 

3. Add items to the priority section of your

shopping list to allow delivery for those items

4. Wait for your order to be confirmed by 
the vendor and tap on the indicator

4. View order details and delivery details, if 
any. Proceed to contact your delivery 
neighbour for details
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FLOW 4 - URGENT REQUEST
People who want specific items 
that people around may have

Upload Request

Respond to Request

1. Go to the urgent request page and tap 
on the “Submit Urgent Request” button

1. Go to the urgent request page and tap on 
a request you may be able to fulfill

2. Enter the details and wait till a fellow 
neighbour responds

2. Choose to notify the neighbour through

a message in the app, or call them directly
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Multiple assumptons have been made during this project, the most 
important ones being:

The Groci app concept will help reduce the number of people crowding 
outside groceries and pharamcies. It will also help people connect with 
their community, keeping people contained within their micro community 
rather than letting everyone go outside.

•  We assume that vendors will have the time/resources to check the list 
submitted by user and manually check for item availability at the store

The live link of the interactive project can be viewed here.

The link to the project work files can be viewed here.

https://www.figma.com/proto/QveF7SnQtgdWFXbM0pXbmK/DCDC-9-I
nteraction-Design?node-id=47%3A2159&viewport=-1426%2C460%2C
0.1340549886226654&scaling=scale-down

https://www.figma.com/file/QveF7SnQtgdWFXbM0pXbmK/DCDC-9-Int
eraction-Design?node-id=0%3A1

•  Neighbours are expected to be honest and genuine with regards to 
item pickup, delivery and borrowing 

•  Smaller vendors which are the most common ones, will not have the 
ability to database all their items and update their daily availability

https://www.figma.com/proto/QveF7SnQtgdWFXbM0pXbmK/DCDC-9-Interaction-Design?node-id=47%3A2159&viewport=-1426%2C460%2C0.1340549886226654&scaling=scale-down
https://www.figma.com/proto/QveF7SnQtgdWFXbM0pXbmK/DCDC-9-Interaction-Design?node-id=47%3A2159&viewport=-1426%2C460%2C0.1340549886226654&scaling=scale-down
https://www.figma.com/proto/QveF7SnQtgdWFXbM0pXbmK/DCDC-9-Interaction-Design?node-id=47%3A2159&viewport=-1426%2C460%2C0.1340549886226654&scaling=scale-down
https://www.figma.com/file/QveF7SnQtgdWFXbM0pXbmK/DCDC-9-Interaction-Design?node-id=0%3A1
https://www.figma.com/file/QveF7SnQtgdWFXbM0pXbmK/DCDC-9-Interaction-Design?node-id=0%3A1

